SHARESECURE
A MODERN, VIRTUAL DATA ROOM
How is your firm scaling to compete in today's changing marketplace with the industry shift to
digital? As reporting requirements from institutional investors as well as regulators continue to
increase, Private Equity fund managers must adopt systems that make it easy and safe to post,
share, and access documents online or face getting left behind. Post data and investment material,
as well as share multimedia files such as recorded webinars and video presentations for fundraising.
Accelerate investor engagements with digital signatures. Do more with ShareSecure.

KEY BENEFITS
SAFE AND SECURE DATA

MOBILE SUPPORT

DYNAMIC WATERMARKING

DOCUMENT VERSIONING SUPPORT

ACTIVITY FEED & REPORTING

SALESFORCE PLATFORM
INTEGRATION ON AIM

Provide sensitive documents
meeting emerging requirements for
document transmission and storage
Protect unauthorized sharing with
customizable dynamic watermarks

Gain awareness of your users’ activities
with logins, document views and download
metrics

Access your activity feed while on the go to
have full ShareSecure visibility

Support your compliance efforts with
document versioning and tracking

Share and distribute investor documents
with an email integration system

OUR SOLUTION
Altvia provides modern, secure solutions to expand upon the digital experience for investors and
improve the GP-LP relationship. With ShareSecure from Altvia, investors have access to an LP portal
designed for ease of use, security, and convenience. Investment related documents and reports are
safely stored so they can be accessed with no wait. Fund managers can improve transparency while
efficiently tracking for compliance.
"I wanted to be ahead of the game at Edge Natural Resources and ensure a smooth
process and investment experience."
-STACIE MOORE, PARTNER AND CFO, EDGE NATURAL RESOURCE

WHY CHOOSE ALTVIA?
A HOLISTIC SYSTEM

PREMIUM SERVICES

BUILT ON SALESFORCE
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